RETURN TO:

THE BROKEN CIRCLE
Return to: The Broken Circle is an extension for Arkham Horror: The Card
Game, which the campaign The broken circle
modified and expanded. This expansion includes some new encounter sets,
card dividers to organize the collection, a brand new tarot deck, and new
player cards that can be used to redesign existing investigator decks.

Using this extension
A campaign is created to use this extension The broken circle ( or a single
game scenario from this campaign) according to the normal rules and using the
preparation instructions in the campaign guide The broken circle began. When
preparing a scenario with this expansion, the new scenario cards with the card
name " Return to: (scenario name) “And followed the additional preparation
instructions on it.

Each of these new scenario cards is part of one of the following encounter sets, which
modify and expand the normal scenario:

Return to:
The missing from the presence of dawn
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Example: When preparing for Witch Lesson from this expansion, the card “Return
to: Witch Lesson” is selected and the additional preparation instructions are
followed.

This expansion also includes 7 brand new encounter sets designed to replace
7 encounter sets from previous products:

Witchcraft

Witchcraft

Prisoners

Bloodthirsty
Ghosts

Ghosts

Inexorable
fate

Unspeakable

Realm of
Death

Inconsistent
rich

city of
Sins

city of
Damned

Grave cold

Cold fog

fate

Evil

Threatening

Evil

ancient times

Æ Witchcraft replaces the encounter set Witchcraft from the
extension The broken circle.

Æ Bloodthirsty spirits replaces the encounter set Captured spirits out
the extension The broken circle.

Æ Unspeakable fate replaces the encounter set Inexorable
fate from the extension The broken circle.

Æ Impermanent realm replaces the encounter set Realm of death out
the extension The broken circle.

Æ City of the Damned replaces the encounter set City of Sin
from the extension The broken circle.

Æ Cold fog replaces the encounter set Grave cold from the
Basic game.

Æ Threatening evil replaces the encounter set Evil from ancient times out
the basic game.

As soon as the players are instructed to select one of these encounter sets, it
replaces the original encounter set. That encounter
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Variant: Random encounter sets
As a possible variant for a more chaotic game and a higher replay value, the
players can decide to shuffle the old and the new encounter set together and
then randomly determine a certain number of cards from which the new
encounter set is created. The total number of cards in the new encounter set
should match the number of cards in the original set (7 cards in Witchcraft +
witchcraft; 4 cards in

Captive spirits + bloodthirsty spirits; 6 cards in Inexorable fate +
unspeakable fate; 4 cards in Realm of death + unstable realm; 5 cards in City
of sins + city of the damned;
4 cards in Grave cold + cold fog and 3 cards in Evil from ancient times + threatening

evil).

The tarot deck
In this expansion there is a tarot deck of 22 cards. Each of these belongs to the
major arcana of the Tarot. These cards can be used alongside a scenario or
campaign of ArkhamHorror: The Card Game can also be used for card reading.

Note: Tarot cards have two orientations - upright and upside down. When
playing cards, the upside down card has an opposite (mostly negative) effect.
When playing with this optional variant, mach
s game easier while on
make it smoother.
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During the first •• Skill test each investigator performs each turn,

During the first •• Skill test each investigator performs each turn,

The high priestess II

The high priestess II
During the first •• Skill test each investigator performs each turn,

During the first •• Skill test each investigator performs each turn,

he gets +1 •.
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Card reading with 1 card ("Chaos")
Before any other preparation, the tarot deck is shuffled and the top card is
revealed in a random orientation. Their effects are active during the scenario
and can be positive or negative depending on the orientation. This kind of card
reading is ideal if you want the scenario a little more chaotic and unpredictable.

Card reading with 2 cards ("balance")
Before any other preparation, the tarot deck is shuffled and the top card is
revealed in an upright position and the next card upside down. Their effects are
active during the scenario. The effect of one card is positive and the effect of
the other is negative. This type of card reading is ideal when you have the
scenario a little more unpredictable and want to increase its replay value, but
want to have balanced effects overall.

Card reading with 3 cards ("decision")
Before any other preparation, the tarot deck is shuffled and the top 3 cards
are revealed in an upright orientation. Then choose 2 of them and turn them
upside down. The effects of all 3 cards are active during the scenario. One
card has a positive effect and the other two have a negative effect, but
investigators decide which cards it affects. This kind of card reading is ideal if
you want to approach the scenario with a little more strategic freedom of
choice.

Card reading for a campaign ("determination")
Before the campaign starts, the tarot deck is shuffled and 1 card is revealed for
each campaign scenario. Secondary scenarios are ignored and scenarios with
several parts are evaluated as independent scenarios. The cards are laid out in
a horizontal row in an upright orientation. Each card is assigned to a scenario,
with the tarot card on the far left belonging to the first scenario and the card on
the far right belonging to the last scenario of the campaign. Then select half of
the cards (rounded up) and turn them upside down. With this type of card
reading, the investigators are forced to plan ahead in order to better cope with
the negative effects known at an early stage.

Individual card reading
There are countless other ways the tarot deck can be used in card
reading. Go ahead, try new things!

More campaign guide entries
Additional entries for the campaign guide are listed below. Below, for each
scenario, Return to: The Broken Circle indicated when players should read the
entry.

The missing from the Dawn Estate
Instead of Return to: The Missing from the Presence of Dawn To play,
players may choose to do the following:

Æ Each player chooses 1 of the neutral investigators of the as normal
Prologues. Then each player draws 1 random tarot card from the tarot deck
and looks in the list below to see what has happened to their character and
makes a note of this in the appropriate place in the campaign log (the
evidence left behind by all characters is added together). A different tarot
card must be drawn for each character.

= 0: ( Character name) has disappeared in the fog. 2 evidence
were left behind.

= I – II: ( Character name) has disappeared in the fog. 0 evidence
were left behind.

= III-XI: ( Character name) has been claimed by ghosts.
3 pieces of evidence were left behind.

= XII – IX: ( Character name) has been claimed by ghosts.
5 pieces of evidence were left behind.

= X – XII: ( Character name) was drawn into the realm of spirits.
2 pieces of evidence were left behind.

= XIII – XVI: ( Character name) was in the realm of spirits
drawn. 4 pieces of evidence were left behind.

= XVII – XVIII: ( Character name) was in the realm of spirits
drawn. 6 pieces of evidence were left behind.

= XIX – XX: ( Character name) was kidnapped by the observer.
3 pieces of evidence were left behind.

= XXI: ( Character name) was kidnapped by the observer.
5 pieces of evidence were left behind.

Witch hour
If the investigators Introduction 2 deal with and have accepted their fate, the
chief investigator may choose, instead of resolving the second point of this
introduction (where he would earn the Rook XVI and Ace of Staff cards), resolve
the following:

Æ The tarot deck becomes a card reading for a campaign

carried out in which 8 specific cards are selected and laid out in the
following order:
Justice, The Hermit, The Hanged Man, The Hierophant, The Lovers,
The Chariot and Wheel of Fate.

Regardless of what the investigators chose during the rollout, the following
resolution is added to the possible resolutions:
Resolution 5: You watch as Anette, the leader of the circle, gathers her
priestesses again around the fire. Together they complete their ritual with a few
last spells. The cold wind freshen up even more and carries their chants out into
the forest.
When the spell is complete, the dark wind blows out the fire in the middle of the
clearing. Shadows twist beyond the tree line and meander towards the clearing, where
they begin to tug at the seams of the witch's cloaks. One by one, the shadows drag
the witches into the darkness behind them ... all but one.

The witch named Erynn lingers a moment longer and looks deep into your
eyes, probably to fathom your intentions. “If you're serious, meet me where
my ancestors are buried. We can talk there. ”Then suddenly she disappeared.
You are left in the soft glow of the moonlight that will show you the way home.

Æ The following is noted in the campaign log: The magic of witches was made
accomplished.

Æ The following is noted in the campaign log: Erynn wants to meet you.

Æ The following is noted in the campaign log under "Souvenirs found":

Hypnotizing flute and Strange spell. Each investigator earns 1 additional
experience point for gaining insight into Arkham's mysterious past.

Æ Each investigator earns experience points equal to the SiegX
Value of all cards in the victory point pile.

The wages of sin
The following resolution is added to the possible resolutions:
Resolution 3: Together with Hangman's Hill, you leave behind the opposed natural

fog, which serves as a reminder that you preferred information and power to
security in the city. As you cross the stream, you notice a tree next to the bridge with
blood running down its bark. A disgusting sight ... but important information could
also be found here. In hopes of doing the right thing, you examine the strange
indentations in the tree bark before continuing on your way to the next destination.

Æ The following is noted in the campaign log: 1 heretic was on Arkham
let go.

Æ The following is noted in the campaign log under "Souvenirs found":
Bloody notches.

Æ The following is noted in the campaign log: Erynn got the
Connected to investigators. Any investigator may choose to add the
ErynnMacAoidh Story Advantage card to their deck. This card does not count
against the investigator's deck size.

Æ Each investigator earns experience points equal to the SiegX
Value of all cards in the victory point pile.

Unity and disenchantment
If Erynn has joined investigators and before preparing this scenario the
investigators have sided with the coven, read the following Additional
introduction, before proceeding with the preparation of the scenario:
Additional introduction: Erynn carefully weighs your words when you tell her that you

intend to side with the coven to help them stop the ritual of the lodge, despite what you
have learned about the high priestess of the coven have experienced. “I don't know,”
she admits. "Do you really want to do this?" She sighs, looking even more concerned
than before. "Okay. If you really want to do that, then so be it. I just hope you know what
you're doing ... "

Replace the original one Resolution 4 from the campaign guide to the
following new version of Resolution 4. The following further resolutions are
added to the possible resolutions:
Resolution 4: Anette approaches the ethereal shell of the revenant's
remains. "Sister! We are the ones who called you here from the great
beyond. ”The shattered revenant turns his attention to Anette; the rest of
their coven watch expectantly.

“What are you doing, you fool? This ghost isn't just a witch! ”Shouts Carl Sanford.
But it's too late. Anette ignores Mr. Sanford and continues to talk to the ghostly
presence. “For years we have suffered injustice upon injustice. Share your secrets
with me, sister. Together, as one mind, one body and one soul, we can start over. "

The ghost stretches out its long, bony arm towards her. Anette's sisters inhale
audibly as their high priestess walks forward and kneels in front of the being to
offer herself. With a sudden flow of energy, the ghostly soul is drawn into
Anette. It collapses twisted by the impact. Her body writhes in agony, but none
of the other witches come to her aid. In her eyes you can see a mixture of
horror and fascination. Then Anette gets up again, her eyes shining with
mystical power. When she speaks, it is no longer her voice. "Sisters. Rejoice,
because I am born again, ”Keziah announced.

Carl Sanford nudges you with his cane. You were so captivated by what
happened before your eyes that you did not notice how the lodge members
sneaked to the edge of the clearing. One of the inner circle of the lodge pulls out
a revolver and tries to shoot, but a simple look from the high priestess is enough
and his arm will rot before your eyes. His gun falls to the ground and he can only
give a croak before it ends up in a rotten heap on the floor. "We have to get out of
here immediately," says Sanford calmly. “This being has power over life and
death. It will no longer want to endure our presence. "

Anette - no, Keziah - turns her attention to you. Your eyes start to shine. “You
seem familiar, my child. Come come. Have no fear. You have nothing to fear.
”She smiles maliciously. It's like her voice cuts your soul like a knife ... Could
this be the chance you've been waiting for?

Æ Come forward and accept Keziah's offer. Go with Resolution 9
away. You can only choose this option if an investigator has The Black
Book in their deck and Erynn has joined investigators.

Æ Escape with Sanford and the lodge. Go with Resolution 10 away.
Resolution 9: You step forward and meet Keziah's steadfast gaze. This is exactly what

you have prepared for. All of your research, all of the mysteries you have been able to
uncover, all of this has brought you right here. To power. To immortality. Keziah nods
knowingly to you. A sinister grin plays around her lips. "Come, sisters, it is time you were
rewarded for your loyalty."

Outnumbered, Carl Sanford and the lodge members flew into the woods, leaving
you with the coven of witches. One by one, you - you and your new allies - sign the
Black Book of Azathoth. Keziah does not grant anyone a fraction of their knowledge
and power. And then she will tell you what you have bought with your loyalty. She
tells you about the Ancient Ones, about immortality and about the Messenger and
his demonic wisdom. From that point on, you are forever changed ...

Æ The following is noted in the campaign log: Keziah's coven of witches holds them
World firmly in his grasp.

Æ The coven of witches wins the campaign. (The investigators who
keep really loyal to the coven win the campaign.)
Resolution 10: You don't want to admit it, but Sanford is right. You cannot
participate in this madness. When these thoughts cross your mind, Keziah's
features freeze. "So be it." She holds out her hand to you. In horror, you flew
with the rest of the lodge, hoping to be quick enough to escape the witch's
magic.
You only remember fragments of your escape. Witches and ghosts relentlessly chase
you through the deserted forests. You can just make it back to the beach before they
catch up with you. Other members of the lodge may not be so lucky. After you split
up, you don't know how many escaped, and you can't see Carl Sanford anywhere.
But you suspect that he had a plan for this outcome too.

Æ The following is noted in the campaign log: Anette Mason is from evil
obsessed.

Æ Go with Resolution 8 away.

Interlude IV: Twist of Fate
The following items are added to the list of conditions:

Æ If the investigators arrested Anette:
= Cross out 1 tally. Remove 1 • Marker from the
Chaos bag.

Æ If Anette taught you the old magic:
= Each investigator is allowed to collect after a basic weakness
his choice with the feature Pact, curse, omen or
Silver Box of Twilight and add them to his deck. Each investigator
who does this earns 4 additional experience points that can only be
spent on cards with the trait Magic, ritual, magician or witch to
acquire or improve.

Æ If investigators arrested Sanford:
= Cross out 1 tally. Add one to the chaos bag
"–1" marker added.

Æ If investigators take control of the Silver Twilight Box
have taken over:

= Add 2 • Markers added. Every investigator
the next scenario begins with 2 additional resources and 2 additional
cards on his starting hand.

Before the black throne
The following resolution is added to the possible resolutions:
Resolution 6: That's it now. The end of all things. The nocturnal throne of the
being known as Azathoth. You realize that trying to hurt it would be pointless - if
such a thing can be hurt at all. So you have to find another way to keep it from
awakening. You now realize that the ghosts you saw on Hangman's Hill tried to
warn you and wanted to keep you from the path that Keziah was walking so
many years ago. Anette's summoning should be a wake-up call to the creature.
So now you have to find a way to turn it into a sleep song.

It will take you ages to find the spirit that knows how to reverse the incantation
in these vast, time-forsaken halls. You need a lot longer to get something out of
his hollow mouth. But together you manage to pronounce the magic words out
loud that will destroy Keziah's work once and for all. Azathoth is slumbering
deeply. You know it probably won't be forever. After your task is done, you turn
around, look into the darkness, and call your mount. It is time to return home.

Æ The following is noted in the campaign log: Azathoth is slumbering ... still.

Æ Each investigator earns experience points equal to the SiegX
Value of all cards in the victory point pile. Each investigator earns 5
additional experience points for keeping the universe from being
devoured.

Æ Each investigator suffers 1 physical and 1 emotional trauma
Trauma as the nightmarish environment has taken a toll on the mind and
body.

Æ The investigators win the campaign!

List of achievements
The following list contains achievements that serve as an additional incentive
for the campaign Return to: The Broken Circle are intended. These
successes can only be achieved if the encounter sets from the expansion Return
to: The Broken Circle be used. As soon as a success is achieved, this can be
indicated by a tick in the box next to it. It is a real challenge to achieve all of
these successes!
☐ "WhoYouGonnaCall?": Defeat 13 Spooky or Ghostly Opponent.

Note this with tally marks in the campaign log. Opponents that are not
discarded or added to the victory point pile do not count.
☐

Savior of mankind: Save everyone Silver Box of Twilight Opponent who
appears in the “At the doorstep” scenario.

☐

10 out of 10 - Again !: Record a total of 10 Horrors using the
Black Book ability over the course of the campaign. Note this with
tally marks in the campaign log.

☐

Carl Schmarrn: Become part of the inner circle of the Silver Box of Twilight
and then reveal it in the “Unity and Disenchantment” scenario.

☐

The rule of three: Team up with Erynn and turn against her circle of
witches in the Unity and Disenchantment scenario.

☐

The new worldorder: Help the Twilight Silver Box run the campaign The
broken circle to win.

☐

Immortality sounds good: Help Anette's coven with the campaign The
broken circle to win.

☐

No breakthrough for humanity: Complete the “In the Clutches of Chaos”
scenario without a single breakthrough.

☐

Do you remember?: Find the following keepsakes: ☐ Hypnotizing flute
☐ Keziah's formulas

☐ Ritual components

☐ Well worn crucifix

☐ Torn rags

☐ Breath of the ghostly
Fog

shadow

☐ Strange spell

☐ Straw doll

☐ Gilman's diary

☐ Bloody nicks

☐

Case closed: Save the following characters from a terrible fate:
☐ Valentino Rivas

☐ PennyWhite

☐ Gavriella Mizrah

☐ Jerome Davids

☐

Music of the Outer Gods: Accept your fate and win the campaign The
broken circle by joining the Whistlers of Azathoth.

☐

Weber of Shadows and Mists: Don't accept your fate and win the
campaign The broken circle by weaving a spell to hold Azathoth back.

☐

The small print: Win the campaign The broken circle
by signing the Black Book of Azathoth.

☐

sua tual etroWeidhcirpS: Win the campaign The broken circle by
finding a way to reverse the ancient incantation.

☐

District Expert: Win the campaign The broken circle on the Expert level of
difficulty.

Expansion symbol
The cards in the Return to: The Broken Circle can be recognized
by the following symbol in front of the set number of each card:

Note: Some cards in this expansion are alternate versions of cards from the
base game or expansions. To prevent players from recognizing which card it is,
the front of some cards have the copyright information, encounter set number,
expansion symbol and set number corresponding to the original version. On the
back is the actual information about the set of the card.
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